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Parents In
Education
Tom McGinnis has workedin the same public schooldistrict since graduatingfrom Cedarville College 25years ago. Now as principal
of Possum Elementary-Middle School in
Clark County, Ohio, he welcomes every
new parent to his school with the same
message–it is the parents' responsibility to
oversee the education of their child.
"My responsibility as a teacher or
administrator is to help parents educate
their child," Tom shares. "The instruction
in Proverbs to 'train up a child in the way
he should go' doesn't just mean a list of
do's and don'ts or parenting every child the
same. It implies we will know our children
well enough to guide them in their
education just as we do in their physical
and spiritual development. I wish I could
say that Christian parents are doing a better
job of that than anyone, but the Christian
parents are just as busy, and tend not to
sacrifice other priorities to make time for
their kids."
As the father of four, Tom has had many
opportunities to follow or forget his own
advice. "Even my identical twin boys have
different personalities. One is more of an
entertainer, and the other is more serious.
Taking responsibility for your child's
education means knowing each child—his
or her strengths and weaknesses—and
being realistic about your expectations.
Parents probably have the best handle on
the ability of the child."
With this attitude, it is no surprise the
parents at Possum are supportive of the
school. Tom knows the parents have high
expectations and want their children to
learn in an environment with well-defined
guidelines. "You can't escape the
Cedarville College influence in the
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Springfield Local School District. We're a
conservative school district, and have
recruited many of our teachers from
Cedarville." And the Possum staff works
to keep parents involved. "I expect my
teachers to call parents at the first sign of
difficulty and ask for a conference. We
like to get parents in the building."
"To be successful in school, children
need to sense that the parents value
education. Most of all, parents have to
provide some kind of structure in the
home, especially for older kids who have
homework to do on a regular basis." But,
Tom says, establishing such a routine may
mean sacrifice from the parents. "You
have to be home. And you have to be
accessible to the child in a place where you
won't be interrupted. We worry about the
kids' study habits, but a lot of parents
think they can help their child with
homework while watching TV."
The children in the McGinnis family
have attended public and Christian
schools, and Tom and Carol considered
home schooling their children at one time.
Tom accepts all of these as good options,
as long as the parents' decision is based on
what is best for each child. For parents of
public school children, he recommends
getting involved with the school and
asking the children what they are being
taught. "Not many parents sit down with
the children at the evening meal and ask,
'What did you learn today?' But every
school is different, just like every child.
Do you know whether your school is
teaching evolution as a fact or a theory?
Do you know what the social studies
curriculum is teaching about our
responsibility to other people and the
environment? The best way to find out is
to ask your kids."
"Teachers are being fed propaganda
about so-called militant, right-wing
Christians, and some are buying it. The
biblical admonition that 'A soft answer
turneth away wrath' works when you go
to talk to the teacher or principal.
Christian parents, and their values, will be
welcomed in the school if they go in
offering to help, not demanding their
rights. When you approach people with
respect, suggest
ways to make
things better,
and talk to the
person who can
make the
decisions,
then you
show that
your
concern for
your child
is a
positive
thing for
the
school."
Specializing In Education
erri Van Beveren '88 received a master of arts in education from Regent
University in Virginia Beach, Virginia, itiMay of this year. But Terri has
followed a non-traditional path in the area of education by specializing in
learning disabilities and reading. She completed her master of arts degree in
two years while continuing to teach at the Discovery Center for Norfolk
Christian School in Norfolk, Virginia.
During the spring of 1988, she received her first exposure to learning-disabled students
while doing her Cedarville student teaching at Christiansen Academy in Venezuela. That is
where Terri learned about the National Institute for Learning Disabilities (NILD).
NILD is a Christian-founded organization specializing in perceptual deficit training using
one-on-one therapy with average to above average students who struggle with learning
disabilities. After going back to Venezuela for two consecutive summers of training with
NILD and teaching at Dayton Christian School for a year, Terri met with the director of
NILD. Terri states that through all these events she knew God was directing and preparing
her for a teaching ministry with learning disabled students. During the summer of 1994,
Terri had the opportunity to co-teach the NILD curriculum in Springfield, Massachusetts.
"Expect God To Act" is the motto of NILD, and Terri holds to that philosophy on a daily
basis as she spends two and three hours with her students in individual sessions. "As a
Christian, I am able to build relationships which open doors for discipleship. Since we work
on weaknesses in learning, it is easier for my students to open up with me and work on
spiritual weaknesses." Terri plans to continue her work at mu? and the Discovery Center
through the 1994-95 school year.
Dad Volunteers
To Teach Kids
Computers
teve '77 and Denise Gidley noticed a big
difference in their daughter Angela's interest in
computers after she took an after-school
computer workshop. Of course, part of the
reason may be that Steve volunteered to teach
the workshop at Western Row Elementary School in Mason,
Ohio. After enrolling in the first session, fifth-grader Angela
helped her dad as an aide in the next session. Steve is a
network analyst with Community Mutual Insurance in
Cincinnati, Ohio, and has extensive experience training
adults to use computers. He volunteered because, "It doesn't
seem to matter what area you get into, you need to know
computers to advance yourself. Students who know them
best are going to have an edge." Steve found that the
elementary students learned faster than adults. "Watching the
kids learn was fun. They had no preconceived notions of
what certain keys should do, unlike adults who already know
how to type. But keeping the kids' attention was tougher."
After teaching 64 children in afternoon sessions, Steve is
content now to work with Angela and her three brothers,
Jeremy, Benjamin, and Andrew, on their home computer.
Ministering With
Words In Ilungary
'I
Cedarville College
Department Of
Education Alumni And FriendsStatistics Assist Cedarville
Debbie Rotman, senior elementary education
major (right), congratulates a Hungarian
student who completed her English course at
Debrecen Baptist Church.
or the third consecutive summer, the Debrecen
Baptist Church in Debrecen, Hungary invited a
Cedarville College Missionary Internship (MIS)
team to teach English to Hungarians. This has
been an effective outreach program of the
church. The goal is to reach nationals who would not otherwise
come to the church but who wish to take advantage of the
opportunity to learn or refine their English as a second
language.
This year's Cedarville team found their students friendly and
eager to learn. The Hungarian participants included adults,
teens, and upper elementary children, and some of those who
completed the first four-week session returned for the second
three-week session. A few of the Hungarian students who were
Christians shared in class and even initiated conversations as the
Lord provided opportunities for witness.
Dr. Merlin Ager, chair of Cedarville's Department of
Education, led the eight-member team of students who did the actual teaching. A typical school day
consisted of morning and evening small classes and a large group meeting. Team members incorporated
Scripture, Bible stories, choruses, and skits. Debbie Rotman, senior elementary education major, noted that
one especially meaningful activity for her was learning John 3:16 in Hungarian as her students learned the
verse in English. The team also led activities at extracurricular game times and met with youth groups.
As a result of the teams' ministry, four Hungarians accepted the Lord as their Savior. "The next day,"
Debbie explains, "we talked about growing as a Christian. One of the boys who had accepted the Lord said
that he had already told somebody about Christ the day before!"
Note: Thanks to CedarNet, the College's campuswide computer network, and its connection with Internet,
the worldwide information highway, this MIS team to Hungary was the first to have the opportunity to
communicate with their families through electronic mail (e-mail). Team members Debbie Rotman and
Cherish Clark were able to send e-mail messages to their families in Cedarville and receive responses.
Marla Perkins corresponded through e-mail with her family in Ithaca, New York The K.L.T.E. University
in Debrecen provided the computer facilities.
III Education usually numbers in the top five
of all majors declared at Cedarville. In fall
quarter 1993, 371 students declared
education as their major choice, second
only to business administration (423).
• Elementary education was the top declared
major choice for the overall student body,
with 15% of students declaring this as their
major. The top choice for women was also
elementary education.
II Education is one of the top five departments
of graduates from June 1988 through June
1993 with
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For a group of educators who are alumniand friends of Cedarville College,assisting means serving on the TeacherEducation Advisory Board for the
Department of Education at Cedarville
College. Chaired by Roy Schmunk, retired
superintendent for Clark County Schools, the advisory
board serves the college in a two-fold capacity. First,
the committee fulfills the requirements which the
State Department of Education holds for every
institution of higher learning that teaches education in
the state of Ohio. Secondly, the committee serves as a
direct line of communicati etween practitioners of
education and the instituti
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The 1993-94 Advisory Board was composed of 16
members including Dr. Merlin Ager '60, Dr. Shirley
Schneider '86H, Lee Reno '71, Ken Carlton '74, Don
Dunstan '67, Lisa Davidson '89, Dr. Sharon Eimers,
Tim Greenwood '73, Bill Hayes, Tim Heaton, Peggy
James, Karen King '84, Tom McGinnis '69, and Roy
Schmunk. Two education students are also included
on the Advisory Board. Thanks for your service to the
Cedarville College Education Department!
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• Certification from Cedarville qualifies
graduates to teach in special education in
grades K-12.
• Cedarville graduates already have hands-on
experience in the classroom, valued highly
by employers. Special education majors
have two student-teaching opportunities
before they graduate—one in a special
education class and one in a traditional
class.
•
•
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In 1989, James
Pawelski received the
Faculty Scholarship
Award for graduating
with the highest grade
point average.
Alumni
Continue To
Learn
A good education promotes and encourages life-long learning in many of our alumni. Severalgraduates and non-graduates continue to pursueacademic progress and success throughcontinued coursework and seeking of advanced
degrees. The "Alumnotes" section of the Inspire is full of such
reports.
One such alumnus, James Pawelski '89, has been awarded a
Fulbright Grant for 1994-95. Individuals are selected on the basis
of academic and professional qualification, as well as their ability
and willingness to share ideas and experiences with people of
diverse cultures. After six weeks of language work in Germany,
James will begin studying philosophy at the Justus-Liebeig-
Universitat-Giessen. He will continue work on his dissertation on
the thought of American philosopher and psychologist William
James and study the success of American philosophy in
Germany.
Each year, the Fulbright Program awards some 5,000 grants to
American students, teachers, and scholars to study, teach, and
conduct research around the world. Scholarships are awarded
through open competition and administered by the U.S.
Information Agency.
Congratulations and best wishes to all our alumni in their
endeavors of life-long learning!
From The Director's Chair
'11 never forget my third grade teacher, Mrs. Powell. I was not
an excellent reader; I wasn't even very good. But Mrs. Powell
put me in the advanced reading group for the class, and as I
grew frustrated with reading and comprehension at that level, I
was also challenged to read at a faster pace, read more, and read
at a higher vocabulary level. Mrs. Powell did the same thing for me in all
my other third grade subjects. Even though Mrs. Powell wasn't my
favorite teacher, she was one of the best educators in my elementary
experience. Many of you probably had a "Mrs. Powell" in your education
process, too.
But education takes place in a variety of settings: outdoors, in a
different culture, with a variety of people, at home, in books, at camp,
and on college campuses. An education is something we all strive for,
benefit from, and continue to develop, even after obtaining degrees and prefixes before our
names. Our country feels so strongly about education that the law requires children to receive
one. And after receiving a high school education, almost 50% of the eighteen-year-old population
seek to continue their education in college.
Cedarville College holds to one main purpose—to offer an education consistent with biblical
truth. And I have often heard Dr. Dixon state that balance is the key to the educational experience
offered at Cedarville College. I am certainly thankful for the education I received at Cedarville
College, and I know that many of you are as well.
In this issue of Inspire, you will find a variety of articles on education and portraits of many
alumni who are making a difference in the education process. Enjoy this issue! With a projected
student body of 2,300, the number of challenges and responsibilities for "Cedarville's educators"
increases. Please pray with us for Cedarville as faculty, staff, and administrators begin another
year of ministering to young men and women.
See you at Homecoming—October 14 and 15!
Jane Adams Smith '84
Director of Alumni Relations
Your Alumni Council!
Start Your Bidding
For The Alumni
Auction!
Going once,
going twice, SOLD to
the alumnus bidding
$100 for the beautiful
hand-stitched quilt!" At
4:00 p.m. on Saturday,
October 15, the Alumni
Association will hold an
Alumni Auction to
benefit the Alumni Scholarship
Fund. Alumni from all over the
country have contributed
beautiful artwork, sculptures,
prints, hand-made quilts, and
Cedarville College memorabilia.
There is something for everyone
at this auction! With Reds tickets,
Cedarville watches, area restaurant gift
certificates, musical entertainment
from Cedarville's music faculty, a
meal prepared by chef "Uncle
Al" Monroe, and many more
surprises from the Cedarville
family, you will want to arrive
early to look over the items you
will be taking home. Items will be
available for your perusal in the
Chapel foyer beginning Saturday
morning, and the auction will be held
promptly at 4 p.m. in the Alumni Tent
on the Athletic Center Lawn.
Our thanks go to Steve Thompson '79
for donating his services as auctioneer, to Sandy
Millikin Entner '59, chair of the auction committee,
and to the many alumni who have
contributed to the
Alumni Scholarship
Fund.
Join us on Saturday,
October 15 at 4 p.m. and
support the Alumni
Scholarship Fund!
Pictured, left to right, are
De Maurice Smith '85, Bob Foreman
'77, Jane Adams Smith '84, Mike
Hamilton '68, Stefanie Pratt Wimmer
'85, Yvonna Cope McGhee '73, Sherri
Rotramel Bouquet '87, and Dan Hicks
'78. Not pictured: Angela Cooke '84
he purpose of the Alumni Association shall be the promotion of the interests of Cedarville College and the provision
of Christian fellowship, information, education, and service opportunities to the glory of God."
Sherry Rotramel Bouquet '87 and her husband, John, live in Ashland, Ohio, where John is the pastor of
Bethel Baptist Church. Sherry brings her expertise in human resources, survey instrumentation, and total quality
management to the Alumni Council. Sherry has already hosted an alumni gathering in conjunction with a Cedarville College
basketball game in her hometown of Ashland, Ohio. Approximately 35 alumni and family members attended to cheer on the Yellow
Jackets. Sherry enjoys working as a development consultant with Continuous Improvement Technologies, spending time with her
sixteen-month old son, Andre, and leading the worship/music team at church.
Angela Cooke '84 resides in Burlington, Vermont and serves the student body at the University of Vermont as assistant
director of multicultural affairs. Angela is pursuing her doctorate in education at the university as well. During her first year on the
council, Angela held a regional gathering in the Boston area and in her second year she continues to bring positive feedback to
administrators on expanding Cedarville's multicultural population. Angela enjoys aerobics, cooking, and travel.
Dr. Robert Foreman '77 is a professor of English at Pasadena City College. Traveling from Southern California to our
quarterly meetings has taught Bob to bring a heavy coat with him to Ohio! Although on sabbatical from Pasadena College for the
1993-94 school year, Bob has not stopped teaching. He has traveled to Australia for research on the Aborigine tribe, has become an
adjunct professor at UCLA and Cedarville College, and has led the charge for an Alumni Association survey. Bob has also held two
alumni gatherings in the Los Angeles area since joining the council.
Mike Hamilton '68 chairs the Alumni Council and will complete his four-year term in 1994. Under his leadership, the council
is providing support for alumni through increased awareness, better communication, and innovative programs. His enthusiasm for
class reunions encouraged many to attend the class of 1968's 25 year reunion at Homecoming '93. Mike and his wife, Carol
(Simonetti '68), have recently moved to Atlanta, Georgia, where Mike is regional manager for ESKCO, Inc. Mike and Carol have
three sons and one daughter. The Hamilton family attends First Baptist Church of Snellville.
Captain Daniel Hicks '78 lives in Dayton, Ohio and represents over 400 alumni in his geographical area. Dan is one of our
newest members to the Alumni Council and has already brought his enthusiasm for Cedarville, expertise in logistics management,
and willingness to serve other Alumni to the council meetings. He was eager to lend a hand with the Alumni Association survey and
has arranged a collaborative project between Wright Patterson Air Force Base and Cedarville's professional writing students. Dan is
an executive officer to the commandant at the Air Force Institute of Technology (AF1T) at Wright Patterson Air Force Base. Dan and
his wife, Jeanne (Pippin '78), have four children and attend Patterson Park Church.
Yvonna Cope McGhee '73 represents over 300 alumni in the Indianapolis, Indiana area and completes her term on the alumni
council in December 1994. Yvonna and her husband, Richard '75, reside near Brownsburg, Indiana where Rich is an associate pastor
at the Bethesda Baptist Church. Yvonna homeschools their two children and is active in the youth and career ministry at church. She
has undertaken many projects for the Alumni Association, such as planning regional gatherings and helping organize her 20 year
class reunion at Homecoming '93. Yvonna's encouraging words and faithful support are a great benefit to the council members.
Be Maurice Smith '85 and his wife, Karen, live in Kensington, Maryland just outside of Washington D.C., where De is an
Assistant United States Attorney. De serves as chair-elect on the Alumni Council and has assisted with such projects as restructuring
the Alumni Association Constitution and establishing Young Alumni Awards for the association. De has also been involved in
speaking to current students interested in a law career, meeting with Iota Chi Phi (Cedarville's student organization to promote
cultural awareness), attending as a guest at Pi Sigma Nu meetings, and speaking for Alumni Week in Chapel during the
Homecoming '93 festivities.
Stefanie Pratt Wimmer '85 has been our faithful secretary for the Alumni Council for two years. Her accurate minutes keep
the council on schedule and up-to-date. She is also a newly married council member! Stefanie and her husband, Alan, reside in
Franklin, Ohio just south of Dayton. She is employed at Wright Patterson Air Force Base as a supplies technician for national
purchasing, and Alan attends broadcasting college. Stefanie has been a member of the nominations committee for new Alumni
Council members and chaired the committee in 1994.
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Set
Your
Catalog!
The1994-95 Cedarville College catalog is now
available from the Admissions Office. Call 1-800-
CEDARVILLE for a free copy for your family, a
prospective student, or your local church or
school. High school seniors are encouraged to
apply early. Cedarville received a record of over
1,900 applications for the fall 1994 class of new
students. Roscoe Smith of the Admissions Office
states, "This group of freshmen will almost
certainly have the strongest academic credentials
of any incoming class."
The 1994 Yellow Jackets Golf Tournament hosted 56 alumni
and friends of Cedarville College at Reid Golf Course in
Springfield, Ohio. Men and women enjoyed a beautiful day and
encouraging fellowship. Dave Riddle '78 and his daughter
traveled from Haystack, Maryland to participate in the activities
and renew friendships with fellow alumni. This year's trophy for
the men went to Kirk Martin '76, who shot a 71. The women's
top trophy honored Sheila Crane with a score of 106.
ake Your Vote Count
1995 Candidates for the
Alumni Council
rticle V of the Cedarville College Alumni Association Constitution states that elections shall be
conducted by mail balloting for four-year terms with at least two vacancies being filled in rotation
every year. Your suggestions for council members are welcomed throughout the year. Write or
call the Alumni Office at 1-800-837-2566.
Rodney Lane '64
Rod and his wife, Barbara, live in Blanchester,
Ohio, where Rod serves as superintendent of
schools for the Clinton County Board of
Education. Rod graduated with a degree in
history from Cedarville College, a master of
education degree from Kent State University in
1969, and has completed several post-graduate
courses at Miami University and Xavier
University. He has made his services and
expertise available to Cedarville College as a
chapel speaker and participant at many alumni
events. Rod's daughter, Elizabeth, is a 1993
graduate of Cedarville College and his son,
Todd, is a junior majoring in biology. Active in
his community, Rod is a member of the Rotary
Club and serves on the board of directors for the
First National Bank of Blanchester, Community
Improvement Corporation, and Even Start. As a
deacon of the First Baptist Church in
Blanchester, Rod also enjoys teaching Sunday
School and singing in the choir. Rod was named
Blanchester's Citizen of the Year in 1989.
Deborah Zaller Stephens '78
Deb and her husband, Mike '80, live in Xenia,
Ohio, where Mike is the president of Greene
Memorial Hospital. Deb's degree in
psychology and behavioral science has enabled
her to give her services and expertise back to
Cedarville College as a lay counselor and
support group leader in the counseling
department. Deb has also been featured as
guest speaker to a variety of women's
organizations and church groups. She enjoys
assisting her husband in his leadership role in
the Miami Valley community and raising their
two children-Matthew (13) and Emily (10).
The Stephens attend Patterson Park Church in
Beavercreek, where Deb teaches Sunday
School. She also served on the Greene County
Arts Council.
Lee Reno '71
Lee earned his bachelor of arts degree in secondary
education in 1971. He earned a master of
educational administration degree from Wright
State University in 1979 and has completed post-
graduate courses at Wright State University and
University of Dayton. Lee has been employed as
assistant superintendent for educational services at
Dayton Christian Schools in the Miami Valley for
21 years. Lee currently serves on the Teacher
Education Advisory Committee for Cedarville
College. His educational career has opened a
wealth of opportunities to serve, including his
involvement on the external advisory committee to
the state Superintendent of Educational Standards
for chartered non-public schools and participation
in a missions trip to Kiev, Ukraine, and Minsk
(formerly Russia) to teach a Christian ethics
curriculum to public school administrators. Lee and
his wife, Melanie (King '73N), have three
children-Curtis, Jennifer, and Maggie. The family
attends Hillside Chapel in Beavercreek, Ohio.
Sandra Holwerda Schlappi '75
Sandy and her family live in Cedarville. Sandy
earned her B.A. in physical education from
Cedarville College in 1975 and an elementary
education degree in 1988. She also earned a
master's degree in physical education from
University of Dayton in 1982. Currently, Sandy
teaches seventh grade science, math, and health
at Roosevelt Middle School in Springfield,
Ohio. She stays involved with the Cedarville
community as president of the soccer club,
participating in Cedarville College's Alumni
Basketball Weekend, and directing the annual
musical performed in chapel by the Southgate
Children's Choir. Sandy also has served as a
fundraising volunteer for the Children's
Hospital of Dayton for the past eight years.
Sandy and her husband, Dan '77N, with their
children—Gabriel, Nicholas, and Adam—enjoy
attending Southgate Baptist Church in
Springfield. Sandy coached women's basketball
at Cedarville College from 1978-1982.
Alumni
Scholarship
Fund Update
he Alumni Association monitors and maintains
the Alumni Scholarship Fund established in
1978. Sixteen years later, the Alumni
Scholarship Fund assists 12 students each year
with a $500 tuition stipend and recognizes
these outstanding awardees on the basis of
academic progress and contribution to their particular field of
study. The recipients are chosen by each department's
faculty, and a presentation is made to each of the 12 during
Honor's Day Chapel held annually in May.
Currently, the Alumni Scholarship Fund holds $117,000 in
the endowed principal which generates the stipend monies
awarded each year. The goal for the Alumni Scholarship
Fund which the Alumni Council continues to promote is to be
able to award a larger tuition stipend to each recipient. It is
certainly understandable that every little bit helps, but $500
today does not go as far as $500 did in a 1980's economy.
This is why the endowed principal of the Alumni Scholarship
Fund must grow.
The 1994-95 campaign has already begun and contributions
from Cedarville College Alumni are being received. With this
year's fund-raising effort, the Alumni Association is also
sponsoring the first-ever Alumni Auction to be held at
Homecoming 1994 on Saturday, October 15 at 4 p.m. on the
Athletic Center Lawn. We encourage all alumni to join us for
this event and bid your best! All proceeds from the auction
will go directly to the Alumni Scholarship Fund, a most
worthy cause for future alumni of Cedarville College.
Your interest and continued support enables the
effectiveness of the Alumni Association. Thank you for
giving so generously to the Alumni Scholarship Fund!
L '94
The 1994 Summer Studies Program saw eight students whose
parents are alumni of Cedarville College attend three weeks of
intensive study on the campus. Students may take up to six
credit hours to get a jump on their college education and enjoy
the extracurricular activities offered. This program, offered to
students in between their junior and senior years of high
school, promotes attendance of second-generation Cedarville
students by providing free tuition for the program. Next year's
dates are June 12 through July 1. For more information and an
application, contact the Admissions Office at 1-800-
CEDARVILLE.
•
During February 22-March 7, 1994, Robert Rohm '68,
director for planned giving at Cedarville College, visited
our alumni who are teaching English as a second
language to Chinese university students at People's
University and Beijing Institute of Light Industry in
Beijing, China. While in China, he negotiated 1994-95
contracts for our alumni, conducted daily Bible studies
with the Cedarville team, and spoke at the Beijing
International Christian Fellowship. He reported that our
graduates are doing a wonderful job as "tentmakers."
om 1982 through 1995, the Whittaker
family has been represented at Cedarville
College--Kristina Snavely '85, Judy
Cornfield '86, Jenny Madden '89, and the
youngest, Keila, is a senior education
major. How does a family support college students for
13 years?
Having grown up on the mission field of Brazil,
praying came naturally to the Whittaker girls. Parents
Earl and Marilyn Whittaker taught them early to have
faith that "God would supply." Judy recalls hearing
fellow students claim they would not return the
following quarter because of lack of funds. By the grace
of God, Judy would reply, "I don't have the money to
pay for THIS quarter, but I'll be back! I know God will
somehow provide."
Through financial aid, academic scholarships, student
employment, and anonymous gifts, all four girls have
received their educations at Cedarville College. While
they did not all escape without loans, Judy reflects,
"Looking back on my college experience, I knew that I
was paying for my classes (through loans). It was great
motivation to go to class even on days I didn't quite feel
like it!"
God continues to supply for each member of the
Whittaker family. Kristina '85 is at home in Bath, New
York, expecting her second child. Her husband, Glenn
Snavely, is a youth evangelist and radio announcer with
Family Life Ministries, the largest Christian network in
New York. Judy '89 and her husband, Mark Cornfield,
have settled in LaGrange, Georgia, where Mark is a
financial counselor. Jenny '89 and Brian Madden were
married September 3, 1994 and are living in Rochester,
New York, where Brian is an admissions counselor and
financial aid officer for Roberts Wesleyan College. And
anticipating graduation in spring '95 with a degree in
elementary education is the final Whittaker—Keila.
Dad and Mom Whittaker heave a big sigh of relief and
praise God for His faithful provision!
tion Department
s Variety Of
ention the
Cedarville
College
Department
of Education,
and one
thinks of a quality program,
stability, and attractive options.
Dr. Merlin Ager '60, the mainstay
of the department who has
superintended its development for
most of the last 30 years, states,
"Some recent additions offer
attractive options to the teacher
candidate who sees education as a long-term career and
wants to do more than conventional classroom
preparation.
"For several years, special education has been a
significant program in the department and, as of 1994,
we are authorized by the State of Ohio to grant
certificates in special education," he continues. "This
emphasis takes about a year beyond the regular
curriculum, and there is a lot of interest." Previously,
education students had to co-op with Wright State
University to complete work for special education, but
now they can get all their classes at Cedarville.
Cedarville's special education program offers training in
the areas of specific learning disabilities (SLD),
developmentally handicapped (DH), and severe
behavior handicapped (SBH).
In 1993, the department gained state approval to
provide instruction for Teaching English as a Second
an '77 and Martha Sprano Riedel '79
home-educate their four children.
Beginning their own graphic design
business, Revere Design, based in their
Bucks County, Pennsylvania home was
not simply a dream, but a dream with a purpose. Martha
states there are great advantages to their at-home
business combined with home-schooling. "In our design
studio, the children constantly observe the importance,
value, and dignity of work. We teach them that they live
and work in the presence of God. They hear us pray for
the prosperity of our business, and see how God gives us
our sustenance." She adds, "The children like being in
the studio with Dan—drawing, observing how business
is run, and working on the computers." Martha and Dan
have home-schooled their children (Aaron (9), Andrew
(7), Kathleen (4), and Elizabeth (1)) for five years with a
long and short range goal in mind. The far-reaching goal
is to give their children strong moral character, to teach
them to be mindful of the Creator, sensible, wise,
discerning, respectful, considerate of others, diligent,
industrious, informed, and forward thinking. The short
term goal is to learn and master specific material. Martha
finds that her teaching focuses on all academic subjects:
mathematics, phonics, English, literature, science,
history and geography. Dan teaches computer and
theology. "When the children finish their book work,
they have the time and opportunity to work on projects
which interest them: music, art, athletics, reading, or
writing letters and stories," Martha states. "The world is
our classroom! Right now there is a jump rope in the
library, plaster sculptures on the kitchen counter,
someone's rock collection on top of the wood-burning
stove, a worm farm on the porch, and a bug collection
jammed on the encyclopedia shelf. Our children help
build the gardens, bake, sew, and make creative presents
for people. The way I look at it, we are always learning."
Home is also the social hub of the Riedel world. By
inviting people into the home—whether it be friends,
family, missionaries, or people from other cultures and
walks of life—the children learn to appreciate others and
to share their home.
In a Cedarville College Chapel on October 12, 1992,
Martha spoke concerning education and the value of
raising a family and teaching her children in today's
godless society. The remainder of this article is that
challenge–one which received a standing ovation from
the College family.
The true test of learning is being able to apply what we
know to all of the situations of life: home, church,
business, community life ... and in doing so, in every
situation, to be able to stand independent of current
thoughts and ideas of our culture and to be able to apply
and articulate a consistent presentation of the Christian
world view (1 Peter 3:15).
Language (TESL) endorsement on the teaching certificate.
"This option requires about 20 additional credit hours and
prepares the teacher to deal with children who come from
homes where English is not spoken," says Dr. Ager.
"Sometimes the children themselves don't know any
English. TESL is a real resource to teachers in U.S. school
systems in cities with large Spanish-speaking populations
or where international business firms have brought to this
country workers whose families speak no English." He
states that the endorsement is appropriate for elementary
education, English education, and Spanish education
majors. TESL can be a concentration for elementary
education majors or a minor for others.
Another option for education majors is to add a few
courses to secure a reading endorsement which allows the
teaching of remedial reading under Chapter 1 entitlements.
"This endorsement," states Dr. Ager, "also is appealing to
teachers who already are involved in their careers and want
to expand their area of service."
Dr. Ager sees some significant changes in teacher
training and accreditation in the future. State standards in
advanced planning include new certification levels. The
first certification, rather than grades 1-8, would include
early childhood through age 8. The second certification
would be for ages 8-14, and the adolescent certification
would serve ages 12-21, with more integration and less
specialization of subjects. Public education would include
the very young and, with the special education inclusion,
Our book, And God Said..., is to be a tool that
Christian parents can use to teach their children the
historical realities of creation. Also, we wanted to
depict, in words and pictures, the beauty of God's
original world. I wrote the book, Dan illustrated it, and
after 10 years, we found a publisher. It took time, but it
taught us two things: First, anything that is worthwhile
takes a long time. And secondly, the Lord opened our
hearts about how to raise our children. My imperative
was to raise my children to be complete Christians, to
begin instructing them in the truths of the Bible and in
the realities of our culture, teaching them that
Christianity is a system of thought that applies to all of
life; and educating them to be a part of a generation
that is able to vigorously resist humanistic values. I
began to see that I needed to teach them to
understand 20th century problems so that they would
be able to attack the desperate moral crisis that we
face. And above all, I saw my role as teaching them to
love the Lord their God with all their heart, and all their
soul, and all their mind, and all their strength.
So even though I never saw myself primarily in a
role as teaching children, teaching them is primarily
what I do. Do we, as women, despise the teaching of
children because it is not an opportunity that is large
enough for us? It's not a big enough opportunity for all
of our academic accomplishments, and all our social
achievements, and all our high goals and ideals?
That's the way most of the world looks at raising
families. Our society is so oriented towards tangible
rewards, that if we don't have them, the task can't
possibly be worth it. I began to consider Jesus, our
Creator and Redeemer, who didn't consider it robbery
to take on the form of a man, to walk among sinners,
and to die the death of a cross, and I had to ask
myself the question that Zechariah asked the people
when they were rebuilding the temple, "Do you
despise the day of small things?"
If we don't instill in our children the fear and love of
God—when they are young—as their Creator and
their Redeemer, we can't expect to send them to a
i• Christian school, like Cedarville College, 18 years later
and suddenly expect that their minds are fixed on
biblical things. Their learning processes are formed
when they are very young and the world my children
will live in is going to be a lot more godless than the
one that I grew up in; and the one that your children
will live in will be more godless than the one that you
knew as a child.
I would challenge Christians to learn to think
Biblically, know your Bible, and most of all, know God.
Discipline yourself. Develop the skills that God has
given you. Be organized. Do your best. Work hard.
When there comes a time in your life that God gives
you children, don't set aside the task of raising them to
stay on your career path or to maintain your house;
don't be caught in the snare that says you've wasted
your education if you stay home and raise a family.
Your mind is a gift from God, your education is a gift
from God, and so will your children be. As a woman,
staying home and teaching children about the truth of
God is not a waste of your education, it's a good use
of one. In an age of complete moral confusion,
disintegrating families, and a disregard for God and
His laws, getting a diploma and a good salary and a
good job won't save the next generation. Instilling the
love of the Lord and the fear of the Lord in every
aspect of our children's lives will guide them and direct
their paths. The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom and the knowledge of the Holy One is
understanding.
more integration of the handicapped into regular
classes. Currently, certification standards are
determined by each state, but a group called the
National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE) is pushing toward federal
standards for certification.
Cedarville College has been a provider of teachers for
Greene County and beyond since the late 1800's,
although in the 1950's, the state withdrew accreditation
for the education program. During that time, however,
neighboring Central State University cooperated with
the College so that Cedarville students could receive
certification.
As education students became interested in the
growing Christian school movement, Dr. Ager realized
that the department needed more
experience in the workings of
Christian schools. During the 1970's
he spent three years with Dayton
Christian Schools as an administrato
and then returned to the College.
Dr. Merlin Ager and his wife, Ruth
Himsel Ager '61N, live in
Cedarville and have two married
daughters–Mindy Moreland '85N
of Orlando, Florida, and Debbie
Han ssen '89 of North Royalton,
Ohio.
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Mark your calendars now for Alumni Basketball
Weekend 1995! January 27 and 28 are the dates with
emphasis on Saturday for the traditional Alumni games.
A fellowship brunch will be served with Dr. Dixon
presenting a special announcement concerning the new
facilities for chapel, music, and Christian ministries. On
Saturday evening, join us for Alumni Night when the
Varsity Yellow Jackets take on Shawnee State. Advance
reservations for your game ticket are a must. Make plans
now to attend this annual alumni event!
Heritape
Corner
Heritage Alumnae
Luncheon
The Heritage Alumnae Luncheon washeld July 11 in the Alford Annex with56 ladies in attendance. This year'scommittee, Dorothy KennonMarshall '41 and Glenna Ackerman
Thompson '37, brought many creative touches to the
luncheon, including a sing-a-long with Janet Ebert,
retired educator, and clever readings and poems.
Mrs. Pat Dixon, professor of English at Cedarville
College, was the guest speaker for the afternoon
program. Mrs. Dixon spoke to the ladies about the
ministry of teaching English as a second language, a
task which Cedarville College students and faculty are
carrying out all over the world. During the summer of
1992, Mrs. Dixon led a group of five students to teach
English to Hungarian people. Through a local church,
English classes were offered to the community in
Hungary. The summer of 1994 marks the third year
Cedarville has been invited to teach.
Junia Creswell Laughman '41 arranged for the
lovely centerpiece flowers which were presented to
the oldest retired educator at each table. Pictured is
Gladys McCoy Baldwin '27, who taught in the
Springfield school system, and Junia.
Next year's committee was named at the end of the
program. Geraldine Henry '36, Wavealine Kelso '40,
and Wilmet Ackerman Wilson '36 will host the 1995
luncheon to be held on July 10.
Take Me Out To
The Ballgamel
wenty Heritage Alumni joined us
for a day at Riverfront Stadium with
the Reds playing the Houston
Astros. Before the game, the Reds
fans enjoyed lunch on the Mike
Fink Riverboat Restaurant, and then
it was off to the stadium for a 12 inning, 7-1 loss
for the Reds. That did not dampen our spirits,
especially during the ice cream stop after the
game. Thankfully, this event was planned before
the players' strike occurred, and a great day was
had by all!
Homecoming 1994
Festival of Friendships
October 14 and 15
Highlight events include:
Alumni Auction to benefit the Alumni Scholarship Fund
5K Road Run
All-Alumni Chapel
Class and Club Reunions
Homecoming Parade
Homecoming Soccer Game
Children's Program
Alumni Soccer Game
Alumnae Volleyball Match
Alumna Authors
Real-Life Version Of
Classic Story
14
 
ore than 40 years ago, 1934
Cedarville graduate Regena
Smith Gregory started collecting
copies of the holiday classic,
"The Night Before Christmas."
With more than 300 well-loved
versions on her shelf, Regena was inspired to try and
capture the spirit of Santa's seasonal journey herself.
She wanted to create the first photographic
interpretation of the timeless tale.
Through the work of Akron, Ohio-based
photographers Paul and Charles Esselburn, Regena
says her concept for the book came to life. She
explains, "They had to make four negatives for each
picture to get the colors just right, and the result is just
beautiful. Finally, my dream has come true.. .a book of
my own." Regena has already read it to her
grandchildren many times, a tradition she intends to
continue for many Christmases to come.
Since its publication in November, 1993, Regena has
sold close to 1,000 copies of her book in Ohio,
Indiana, and Florida just from her kitchen! Soon, her
book will be distributed on the east coast by Baker &
Taylor publishers.
Copies of Regena's book are available through the
Cedarville College Bookstore through Christmas.
Heritage Alumni
Discover Marietta,
Ohio
T
he Becky Thatcher Showboat was our
destination on August 17 with 30 Heritage
Alumni, family, and friends. Through fog,
construction, detours, and rain, we made
our way to the historical "Mississippi III"
riverboat, moored on the Ohio River in
Marietta. The boat hosts luncheons and old-time
vaudeville melodramas for audiences of all ages.
Although the drama, Only An Orphan Girl, was a delight
and the intermission skits and sing-along were fun, the
home-made pies served for dessert topped everything!
After the performance, part of the group enjoyed
walking over the river via a deserted wooden railroad
bridge and footpath.
Celebrating 0 Years
p
tanning is comple , and the final details
for the 50 year cl ter reunion are falling
into place. Now, 411 we need is you! If you
graduated or atteijded Cedarville College
in 1943, 1944, or 1945, you are invited to
attend the 50 yeas cluster reunion. Come
back and visit with classmates 4nd friends and rekindle
acquaintances as you celebratel Events are planned for
all day on Friday, October 14 iring Homecoming 1994
festivities. A reunion banquet, lide production, and
evening concert are part of the plans. You may be
receiving a call from your cl mates—Helen
O'Bryant '44, Bea 0' Bryant hompson '43, or Ruth
Andrews '44—encouraging y u to attend. Be sure to
watch your mail for more det4ils, or call the Alumni
Office at 1-800-837-2566 for ore information.
The final numbers are in!
199:3-94, alumni gay;
49,604.37 toward the
College's Annual Fund!
2,472 alumni participate
Partners 93-94! All previo
records were shatt
We appreciate each of you who took part in the
1993-94 Annual Fund. Over 35% of our alumni body were
involved, a higher percentage than many other prestigious
schools (we won't mention names!). No matter the size of
the role you played, you indeed made a difference for
current students. You helped to provide qualified faculty
and staff, current educational materials, relevant
cocurricular activities, funds for facilities maintenance,
and, for some students, further financial aid. You were a
PARTNER, side by side, with our students. On their
behalf, we thank you.
Many alumni financially supported other areas of the
College during 1991-92, from scholarship funds to capital
projects. In total, the College received $4,175,419.53 in
gifts—almost 10% of this total came from alumni. All gifts
to the College are vitally important. We thank all who
gave.
Class Year Gifts Received
*Heritage $ 24,230.50
1954 717.50
1955 1,632.50
1956 205.00
*1957 1,687.80
1958 170.00
1959 465.00
1960 1,875.00
1961 527.50
1962 775.00
1963 2,120.00
*1964 3,683.00
1965 1,340.50
1966 976.30
1967 1,475.80
1968 3,130.50
*1969 6,518.10
*1970 3,073.50
1971 1,633.80
*1972 2,800.80
*1973 3,522.00
*1974 6,052.90
1975 2,554.90
1976 3,078.50
1977 2,797.10
1978 3,280.30
1979 5,235.30
"1980 6,941.40
1981 4,538.30
*1982 4,177.90
*1983 5,679.10
*1984 6,504.40
*1985 3,806.00
1986 3,366.10
*1987 5,786.30
1988 3,094.86
1989 4,151.20
'1990 3,117.04
1991 1,788.40
'1992 1,848.90
1993+ 147.50
"Met or exceeded goal
Beginning October 17, 1994, the Annual
Fund need is $1.3 million. Would you plan
on helping us in 1994-95?
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Of the 1400 surveys mailed to randomly-selected
alumni in March of 1994, over 750 alumni returned
the survey to the Alumni Office. The overall
consensus of this attitudinal survey promoted
Cedarville College, valued the education offered,
and viewed the Alumni Association in a positive
light. Thanks to the many who participated in
sharing concerns for maintaining strong Christian
standards and expressing your gratitude for
Cedarville College. Look for a full report on the
Council News page in a future issue of Inspire!
Engineering students were pleased to represent Cedarville in perhaps the
first international academic competition ever entered by the College. At the
1994 Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) Challenge in Detroit, the Cedarville team
fared well against some of the best engineering schools in North America.
Competing in the Saturn class, the Cedarville car finished second in design,
third in overall efficiency, and won one of the four dynamic events. The
Cedarville team modified a Saturn sedan, creating a HEV which uses a
combustion engine and battery power to achieve high fuel efficiency and low
emissions. The HEV Challenge will convene again in Detroit next June, and
the Cedarville engineering department is already planning further
improvements on the car.
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Joy Fagan '89 is one of
three alumni returning to
teach at Cedarville College.
She will be teaching
Spanish and serving as
assistant coach for women's
basketball and softball.
The other alumni are
David Mills '92 and
Teena Sanders '85.
Business Administration
Mr. Wesley Sweetser
M.S., Computer Science, State University College at Oswego
Biblical Education
Dr. Gregory Couser
Ph.D., University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, Scotland
Mr. David Mills
M.A., Philosophy, The Pennsylvania State University
Communication Arts
Mr. James Kragel
M.A., Communications, Wheaton College Graduate School
Education
Mrs. Sally Castle
Ed.S., Wright State University
Engineering
Dr. W. Garth Frazier
Ph.D., Electrical Engineering, Ohio University
Dr. Clint Kohl
Ph.D., Computer Engineering, Iowa State University
Language and Literature
Miss Joy Fagan
B.S., Secondary Education, English Emphasis, Cedarville College
1.ibrary
Miss Lynne Funtik
Master of Library Science and In Science. Wayne State
University
t commencement in June, 1994,
Dr. Dixon announced that the
1994-95 school year will be
Dr. Harold Green's last as vice
president of Christian ministries
and campus pastor. Pastor Green,
or 'PG." as students and alumni have
affectionately called him, will assume new
responsibilities in Cedarville's relationship to
supporting churches. P.G. says he is happy to
hand the stress of the administrative role to
someone else, but doesn't plan to retire just yet!
The Lord has used P.G.'s ministry to build into
thousands of lives over more than 25 years at
Cedarville College. Christian ministries are vital
now more than ever with Cedarville students
volunteering over 70,000 hours each year and
nearly 2(X) students on MIS teams this year.
Alumni who wish to express their appreciation
are encouraged to write him.. or thank him in
person at Homecoming! A future issue of Inspire
will include a tribute to Dr. Green.
Nursing
Mrs. Teena Sanders
M.S.N., University of Cincinnati
Mrs. Diane Stribling
M.S., Community Health Nursing, University of South Florida
Science and Mathematics
Dr. Steven Gollmer
Ph.D., Atmospheric Science, Purdue University
Dr. Ling L. Luo
B.S., Hebei Medical College, China
Visiting Research Scientist, Yale University
Postdoctoral Associate, Yale University
Social Sciences and History
Dr. Nelson Henning
M.S.W., University of Illinois
Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh
WNW
Christian Ministries
Gospel Team Schedules
Spring Break 1995, March 13-17
Kingsmen Quartet - Florida
Lifeline Players - Kansas City/St. Louis, Missouri area
Master's Puppets - Indianapolis, Indiana area
Swordbearers - Chicago, Illinois area
Summer Tours 1995, June 4-August 30
Abundant Life Singers - Mid-Atlantic states
Kingsmen Quartet - New England states and Ontario, Canada
Master's Puppets - Midwest states
Swordbearers - Northern Midwest states (Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin)
If you are interested in hosting a Cedarville College Alumni Gathering in
conjunction with a concert, please call the Alumni Office at 1-800-837, 2566.
To arrange a Christian Ministries
team for your congregation,
contact Cheryl Miller at
513-766-7882.
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Michael Law '88 and Marcia Mallare Robbins '83
starred in the Gilbert and Sullivan operetta The
Pirates of Penzance in Springfield, Ohio on
July 14-17. The production, sponsored by the Ohio
Lyric Theater, took place in the outdoor theater in
Veterans Memorial Park. Michael portrayed the
innocent, duty-bound Frederic, and Marcia was his
maiden fair, Mabel. Marcia portrayed Mabel in the
Cedarville College production in the spring of 1989.
Also included in the cast was Mark Spencer,
Cedarville College professor of vocal music.
An MIS music team composed of eight students
and the Michael DiCuirci family presented the
Gospel of Jesus Christ in England this past
summer. Serving with Baptist Mid-Missions and
Association of Baptists for World Evangelism
missionaries in several cities, the team ministered
in churches, public schools, nursing homes, and
shopping malls. Professor DiCuirci is associate
professor of music and his wife, Joann, is adjunct
professor of education at Cedarville. Their sons,
Paul and Michael, were members of the team.
omen s ross Country
September 3 at Asbury Invitational
Wilmore, Kentucky
17 at Midwest Collegiate
Kenosha, Wisconsin
24 FRIENDSHIP INVITATIONAL
John Bryan State Park
October 8 at Goshen Invitational
Goshen, Indiana
14 at All-Ohio Intercollegiate
Delaware, Ohio
22 at Gettysburg Invitational
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania
November 5 at Mid-Ohio Conference (MOC) Meet
Rio Grande, Ohio
12 at NCCAA Nationals
Rochester, New York
19 at NAIA Nationals
Kenosha, Wisconsin
Soccer
10:00 a.m. (W)
10:45 a.m. (M)
12:00 p.m. (W)
12:45 p.m. (M)
10:00 a.m. (W)
10:40 a.m. (M)
2:00 p.m. (M)
2:45 p.m. (W)
11:00 a.m. (W)
12:00 p.m. (M)
10:15 a.m. (W)
11:00 a.m. (M)
10:00 a.m. (W)
11:00 a.m. (M)
10:00 a.m. (W)
11:00 a.m. (M)
September 7 DENISON UNIVERSITY
10 MT. VERNON NAZARENE
14 OHIO DOMINICAN COLLEGE
17 at Tiffin University
20 BLUFFTON COLLEGE
24 at Walsh University
27 MALONE COLLEGE
29 ASHLAND UNIVERSITY
October 4 at Otterbein College
8 HUNTINGTON COLLEGE
11 at Wilmington College
15 UNIVERSITY OF FINDLAY
19 at University of Rio Grande
22 SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
26 at Wittenberg University
at Asbury College
Women's Volleyball
September 7 at Ohio Dominican College
9, 10 CEDARVILLE INVITATIONAL
13 at University of Findlay
15 TIFFIN UNIVERSITY
20 at Urbana University
22 at Malone College
23, 24 at Ohio Wesleyan Invitational
27 SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
28 at Central State University
October 1 at Indiana Wesleyan University
4 at Bluffton College
6 MT. VERNON NAZARENE COLLEGE
10 WITTENBERG UNIVERSITY
11 at Walsh University
13 OHIO DOMINICAN COLLEGE
14, 15 HOMECOMING TOURNAMENT
18 UNIVERSITY OF FINDLAY
21, 22 NCCAA Districts (Concordia, Michigan)
25 at Tiffin University
27 at University of Rio Grande
28, 29 at Trinity Christian
November 1 URBANA UNIVERSITY
4, 5 NCCAA Nationals
8 COLLEGE OF MT. ST. JOSEPH
11, 12 MOC Tournament
18, 19 NAIA Regionals
December 1-3 NAIA Nationals
4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Men's Basketball
November 12 ATHLETES IN ACTION
15 INDIANA UNIVERSITY-EAST
18-19 CEDARVILLE INVITATIONAL
2/ at University of Michigan-Dearborn
25 at Wilfrid Laurier University
26 at University of Waterloo
29 at Wilberforce University
December 3 at Shawnee State University
6 WILBERFORCE UNIVERSITY
10 at Walsh University
13 at Indiana University-East
17 TIFFIN UNIVERSITY
27 SHERIDAN COLLEGE (ONTARIO)
29-30 at Birmingham-Southern College
January 3 at University of Rio Grande
7 OHIO DOMINICAN COLLEGE
10 MT. VERNON NAZARENE COLLEGE
14 MALONE COLLEGE
17 at University of Findlay
21 at Urbana University
24 WALSH UNIVERSITY
28 SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
31 at Tiffin University
February 4 UNIVERSITY OF RIO GRANDE
7 at Ohio Dominican College
11 at Mount Vernon Nazarene College
14 at Malone College
18 UNIVERSITY OF FINDLAY
23 URBANA UNIVERSITY
Women's Basketball
November 18 Habitat for Humanity Classic
at Georgetown, Kentucky
19 Habitat for Humanity Classic
at Transylvania. Kentucky
22 TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
29 at Mount St. Joseph
December 2-3 at Concordia Classic vs.
Indiana Wesleyan
BLUFFTON COLLEGE
January URBANA UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF FINDLAY
WALSH COLLEGE
SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6:00, 8:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6:00, 8:00 p.m.
2:00, 4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. on 12/2
1:00 or 3:(X) on 12/3
at Wilmington College6 7:30 p.m.
at Walsh College10 2:00 p.m.
at Rio Grande University13 7:00 p.m.
16 7:00 p.m.
at Tiffin University p17 2:00 .m.
5 5:00 p.m.
at Ohio Dominican College7 2:(X) p.m.
at Mt. Vernon Nazarene College10 7:00 p.m.
at Shawnee State University12 7:00 p.m.
at Malone College14 2:00 p.m.
17 7:00 p.m.
at Urbana University21 5:00 p.m.
24 5:30 p.m.
28 5:00 p.m.
TIFFIN UNIVERSITY31 7:00 p.m.
4 UNIVERSITY OF RIO GRANDE 5:00 p.m.
7 OHIO DOMINICAN COLLEGE 7:00 p.m.
11 MT. VERNON NAZARENE COLLEGE 2:00 p.m.
14 MALONE COLLEGE 700 p.m.
18 at University of Findlay 2:00 p.m.
February
Home games are in ALL CAPS.
omecoming 1994 is fast approaching! Plan to join friends and former classmates,
faculty and staff on the campus of Cedarville College for the Festival of Friendships.
During the week, alumni will be featured as guest speakers and for special music in
Chapel at 10:00 a.m. each day. On Saturday, special reunions are planned for classes
ending in 4 and 9, Soccer Alumni, Volleyball Alumnae, Delta Omega Epsilon
Alumni, and Alpha Chi Alumni. You will also want to support the Alumni
Scholarship Fund by placing your bid at the Alumni Auction. For more information, please call 1-8(X)-
837-2566 or to make your Homecoming reservation, return the reservation card from the Homecoming
brochure mailed to you in August by October 7, 1994. Come and join the fun!
Alumni Week in Chapel
Date Guest Speaker Special Musk
October 10
October 11
October 12
October 13
Gillis West '84
Dr. Val Roloff '65
Leslie Fields '79
Scott Dixon '84
Debbie Polsdorfer Koenig '91
David Robinette '87
Marcia Mallare Robbins '83
Kezia McNeal '92
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Three MIS teams of nursing students ministered in Africa
this summer. Nursing faculty accompanied two teams to
the Central African Republic (CAR) where they served in
the Baptist Mid-Missions hospital in Ippy. Dr. Irene Alyn
and Dr. Lois Baker led the first team to CAR in June, and
Professor Judith Shrubsole led the second team in July.
The third nursing team assisted in a missionary medical
facility in Niger.
Dr. Keith Willhite '80, has been appointed assistant professor of
homiletics and director of the Doctor of Ministry program at Denver
Conservative Baptist Seminary. Part of his responsibilities include
"teaching preaching and reading numerous theses." Keith obtained his
Ph.D. from Purdue University. His move to Denver, Colorado comes after
serving as pastor of First Baptist Church in Temperance, Michigan. His
wife, Denise, is a full-time mother caring for Kathryn (5) and David (1).
Date
September 9-10
September 19-23
September 22
September 30
October 14-15
October 14
October 15
November 8
November 10-12
November 11
November 11
November 21
December 2-3
December 4
January 27-28
Event
Alumni Council Meetings
Fall Bible Conference
with Dr. Warren Wiersbe
Instruction Begins
African Children's Choir
Homecoming 1994
Prism XIV Concert
Harpist Greg Buchanan
The King's Singers
Fall Drama Production
The Diary of Anne Frank
Grandparents Day
Orchestra/Woodwind Choir Concert
Symphonic Band/Brass Choir Concert
AD Players
Oratorio Chorus
Alumni Basketball Weekend
Location
Cedarville College campus
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Cedarville College campus
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Alford Auditorium
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Alford Auditorium Annex
James T. Jeremiah Chapel
Athletic Center
For more information on these exciting events, call the Alumni Office at 1-800-837-2566.
egional Ga
Cleveland, Ohio
Fifty Cedarville College alumni gathered at the new
Jacobs Field in Cleveland, Ohio for America's
favorite pastime—baseball. Hosted by Mark
Riley '84, alumni joined faithful Indian fans for fun
•and fellowship at the game. Many alumni brought
amily and friends to join them for the event-filled
evening on June 27, 1994.
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Greensboro, North Carolina
Eighteen alumni gathered at the Airport Marriott
for a dessert reception and time of fellowship on
June 24, 1994. Hosted by Sandra Kitchen Hamby
'82, alumni enjoyed catching up on College
news, viewing the College video, and learning
about the latest building project—a new chapel,
music, and Christian ministries facility. Sandra is
currently employed with the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development and lives in
Greensboro.
Alumni Return
j For Baseball
Action
On Saturday, May 21,
alumni dusted off their
gloves, wiped off their cleats, and returned to
the diamond at Cedarville College for a great
game of baseball. Approximately 20 alumni plus
their family members, parents, and friends
joined in the afternoon fun, which concluded in
a family picnic complete with awards, prizes,
and t-shirts for each player.
Coach Don Callan '84H and Vice President
Don Rickard '58N joined the teams as captains,
Callan for the white and Rickard for the blue.
Even Sting, the college mascot, joined in the
excitement as he smashed the first game ball
thrown by Don Rickard. This event also became
a match of baseball skill as father, Vance Ashley
'67 pitched to son, Doug Ashley (currently a
sophomore at Cedarville College) and struck
him out! Plan to join the excitement in 1995 for
what will become an annual May event for
alumni baseball players. Watch your mail for
dates and details, or call the Alumni Office at
1-800-837-2566 for more information.
Atlanta, Georgia
Mike '83 and Cheryl Bitterman Draa '84
hosted the Atlanta area alumni gathering at
their home in Powder Springs, Georgia.
Twenty alumni and their family members
enjoyed a picnic dinner and time of fellowship
along with testimony from each alumnus
about God's faithfulness and work in their
life. Mike is employed with ADVO
Incorporated, and Cheryl cares for their two
children, Phillip (8) and Ashlea (6), as well as
owns and operates her own interior design
company.
Gull Lake, Michigan
On July 13, alumni, students, family, and
friends of Cedarville College gathered at the
Gull Lake Bible and Missionary Conference
Center in Hickory Corners, Michigan.
Dr. Dixon, the featured speaker for Cedarville
College Week at Gull Lake, brought a
Wednesday evening message followed by a
dessert reception sponsored by the Alumni
Association. Ridley Nimmo 'MN, Vicki
Curcio Jensen '65, Pat Schonscheck Warren
'63, and Cheryl Warren '90, joined over 130
people for this first-ever event. Both Rid and
Vicki are employed by Dow Chemical
Corporation; Pat is a professor at Wright State
University in Dayton; and her daughter,
Cheryl, is taking graduate classes and teaching
in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Due to lack of response, the alumni gatherings
in York, Pennsylvania and Cherry Hill, New
Jersey were canceled. Also, the alumni gathering
at the Reds Baseball Game in Cincinnati, Ohio
was canceled due to the baseball strike.
Rolan Polsdorfer (left) joined the full-time staff as
director of physical plant. He began his duties Monday,
July 18, 1994. Roly has two children who graduated
from Cedarville College—Wes Polsdorfer '84 and
Debbie Polsdorfer Koenig '91. With this change,
Leigh Hunt (right) assumes the position of director of
new construction. Leigh looks forward to his
responsibilities which include choosing architects,
design, builders, and location of new buildings.
"We all have to say somewhere along the line, 'I'm going to give my
life for something or somebody..." President Paul Dixon presents a
new series designed to stimulate and nurture today's new
Christians. "The greatest work that you and I will devote our lives
to.. .is discipleship." This new series studies the model of the early
church and presents practical application for spiritual growth. "If you
want to live a life that really matters to God, you'll want to be
involved in discipling others and that demands holiness." The series
"Christ Above All In Discipleship" is available from CDR Radio. The
cost for tt)ese five messages on cassette is $12.50, or $13.13 for
Ohio residents. To order this exciting and practical study, call 1-800-
333-0601, or write to CDR Radio, Box 601, Cedarville, OH 45314.
a' CLASS NEWS
40s
Robert Impson '48 has been appointed to help write the
constitution and by-laws for the Ohio Veteran Children's
Home in Xenia, Ohio. Bob served as superintendent of
Cedar Cliff schools for many years.
50s
Glenn Shumate '51 was inducted into the South Webster
High School Hall of Fame in a ceremony on May 28,
1994. Recognized for his outstanding contributions to
society and to his chosen field of work, he completed 32
years in education helping students and athletes. Glenn
began his educational career as teacher and coach at
Bainbridge High School in Ross County. He went on to
earn a master of science in education degree from
Marshall University and completed post-graduate work at
Ohio University. He is retired superintendent of Paint
Valley School in Ross County, Ohio and a member, elder
and trustee of Bainbridge Presbyterian Church.
60s
De Elda Payton '60 is pastor of First Baptist Church in
Twinsburg, Ohio. In May, the church celebrated their
35th anniversary. De brought a group of 12 from the
church to the Cedarville College alumni gathering at a
Cleveland Indians ballgame in June.
Eleanor Taylor '62 organized the spring 1994 Women's
Sports Awards Banquet for volleyball, basketball, and
tennis. While celebrating at the Old Country Buffet in
Dayton, Eleanor led the athletes, coaches, and President
Dixon in a rousing chorus of the alma mater! She is
resident director of Willetts
Hall at Cedarville College.
Joan Bryant Hulsey '64
graduated from the Ohio
Clown School, a division
of Magic Moments
Unlimited, in May 1994.
Joan and her husband,
Dennis, live in Akron,
Ohio. Clown "Bo-Jo" is
pictured here at the Medina
Home and Flower Show in March
1994.
John Stockwell '66 has been named
chancellor of the University of South
Carolina, Spartanburg. Since 1988, he
had been at the University of
Wisconsin-Parkside in Kenosha,
Wisconsin.
Ron '69 and Rebekah Decker Coriell
'70 presented a workshop at Ohio's
10th Annual Anniversary-Reunion
Home Educators Convention in June 1994. The Coriells
are the authors of a 24-booklet series entitled The
Character Builders. Along with their daughters, Jennifer
(20), Jessica (18), and Johanna (16), they minister in
churches, colleges, retreats, and conventions.
70s
Bonnie Dedrick Roe '75 is a technical services clerk in
the library at the State University of New York at Albany.
Bonnie still finds her degree in education useful, taking
opportunities to teach in the workplace. Her willing spirit
has given her greater opportunity for sharing Christ.
Jonathan '76 and Janice Westplate Engdahl '76 have
relocated to Chardon, Ohio, where Jonathan is senior
project engineer with the Allen-Bradley Company. The
Engdahls are blessed with three children—Nathan (13),
Joshua (10), and Hannah (8).
Paul Thorsell '76 is assistant professor of practical
theology at Pillsbury College in Minnesota. Paul and his
wife, Diane (Kuni 16), have moved recently with their
three children—Stacy (13), Benjamin (11), and Micah (5).
Cathy Hammond Jelsema '77 and three other family
members bicycled cross-country with Wandering Wheels.
The six-week summer tour began in Seattle, Washington
and ended in Rehoboth Beach, Delaware. With a home
economics degree, Cathy was one of two cooks for the
group of 70 bicyclists.
Bruce Keizer '77 has been named
general counsel of Sealaska
Corporation in Juneau, Alaska. As
general counsel, he is responsible for
the legal management of all corporate
legal issues, international sales
contracts, minerals contracts, and
shareholders services. Bruce also
holds a master of divinity degree from
Grace Theological Seminary.
Leigh Summerlin Gowdy '78 and her husband, John, are
living in Portsmouth, Ohio, where John is the senior
pastor of Temple Baptist Church. The family was recently
honored for ten years of service at the church.
Susan Perry Snyder '78 and her husband, Jon, have
settled in Bristol, Indiana. Sue serves with Russian
Gospel Ministries International (RGM) in Elkhart. Led by
founder Georgi Vi, RGM supplies Bibles, Christian
literature, and basic food items to meet the needs of
Russian believers.
80s
Captain Andrew '80 and Joyce Mishler Simpson '81N
live in St. Paul, Minnesota, where Andrew is assistant
professor of aerospace studies for the Air Force ROTC
detachment at the University of St. Thomas. The
Simpsons have four children—Jonathan (13), Nikole (10),
Jared (6), and Ethan (4).
Jon Harvey '82 recently completed a master of computer
science degree from the University of Texas at Tyler and
is employed by the city of Longview. Jon and his wife,
Rhonda, enjoy two daughters—Jessica (4) and Jennifer (2).
Frederick Hill '82 is vice president for development and
chief financial officer of The Center for UrbanNlissions in
Birmingham, Alabama. Through partnerships with
organizations such as SouthTrust Bank, Baptist Literacy
Mission, and Birmingham Museum of Art, the Center
hopes to bring permanent, positive change to the city of
Birmingham. If you would like more information about
this project, contact Fred at 205-252-8286. Fred and his
wife, Erika (Cooper '83), live in Fairfield, Alabama.
Mark Wells '82 is director of inventory control for the
Franklin Mint and has completed a master of business
administration degree. Mark and his wife, Lori (Taylor
'83) live in Audubon, New Jersey.
Dan DeLancey '83 is a harmonica instrumentalist,
specializing in traditional and contemporary Christian
music. He is living in North Charleston, South Carolina.
Jeff Mackey '83 is pastor of Chardon Baptist Church in
Chardon, Ohio. In May 1994, the congregation praised
God for the retirement of their church mortgage. Jeff and
his wife, Sharon (Slover '83N), have three children—
Bethanne (9), Kevin (6), and Christopher (3).
Mark Pinkerton '83 has completed his residence in
family practice at Flower Hospital in Sylvania, Ohio. He
and his wife, Bonnie (Flint '82), and four daughters are
excited to be in a small farming town in Monte Vista,
Colorado, where Mark has joined a medical practice.
Neil '83 and Dana Friedrickson Pinkley '85 own The Pit
Bar-B-Q in Vermillion, Ohio, just 15 minutes from Cedar
Point Amusement Park. The Pinkleys have three
children—Meghan (7), Grant (5), and Alyssa (1).
Joyce Bonenberger '84 has joined the medical staff at
Licking Memorial Hospital in Newark, Ohio and is in
practice at Newark Surgical Associates, Inc. Joyce
received her medical degree from The Ohio State
University College of Medicine. She served a five-year
residency in the Department of Surgery at John Marshall
University and completed a fellowship at Columbus'
Grant Medical Center.
Tim Danube '84 is assistant director of student union at
the University of Nebraska at Kearney. His wife, Derena
(Furnas '85N), enjoys being home to care for Hannah (5)
and Hope (2). The Danubes are attending an Evangelical
Free Church.
David Olsen '84 has completed his doctoral degree from
Northwestern University in Chicago. He is a professor at
California State University in Los Angeles, California.
Arlan Palmer '84 was ordained May 15, 1994 at Silvis
Heights Baptist Church in Illinois. He has accepted a call
to the Wedgewood Christian Youth & Family Services of
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Carol Silver Schweinberg '84 graduated from Xavier
University May 14, 1994 with a master of business
administration 'degree. Carol and her husband, William,
live in Cincinnati, Ohio, where Carol is an inventory
planner with GE Aircraft Engines.
Bob '84 and Kendall Herrick Shomo '84 are living in
Marshalltown, Iowa, where Bob is senior pastor of Center
Street Baptist Church. Charlie Thorsen '93 has joined
Bob as youth pastor of the church.
Doug Phillips '85 was recognized for service above and
beyond the call of duty at a banquet hosted by Greene
Memorial Hospital in Xenia, Ohio. Doug is a volunteer
firefighter and emergency medical technician with the
local fire department, in addition to his responsibilities on
the physical plant staff at Cedarville College. Doug and
his wife, Sue (Moser '86), attend Grace Baptist Church.
Navy Lieutenant Richard Sharpe '86 was recognized
for participating in the at-sea rescue of six Chinese and
four Korean fishermen during summer 1994. Richard and
his wife, Joanne (Laird '86), are stationed in Guam.
Eric Helmuth '87 is working for the Summit County
Mental Health and Addiction Board as a substance abuse
prevention specialist. He is pursuing his doctorate in
counseling psychology at the University of Akron in
Akron, Ohio.
Angela Bowling Cameron '88 is product manager for
Moody Press in Chicago, Illinois.
Toni Van Beveren Fleming '88
and her husband, Jim, eagerly
attended the Cedarville College
gathering at Gull Lake Bible
Conference Center in July. The
couple met at Gull Lake between
Tom's freshman and sophomore
years at Cedarville! Toni loves
being home with their daughter,
Jessica (2). Jim is an associate
pastor at Midland Evangelical Free Church in Midland,
Michigan.
James Venman '88 is
teaching social studies at
Flathead Christian School
in Kalispell, Montana.
Mike Roberts '89
completed a master of
divinity degree at Northwest
Baptist Seminary in Tacoma,
Washington in June 1994.
90s
Heather Fowler '90 graduated from the University of
Osteopathic Medicine and Health Sciences on June 3, 1994,
receiving a doctor of osteopathy degree. During her fourth
year of medical school, Heather spent three months at the
ABWE mission hospital in Malumghat, Bangladesh. She is
presently in a rotating internship in York, Pennsylvania and
plans to return to medical missions in Bangladesh.
Stephanie Manning
Halverson '90 and her
husband, Randy '91N, have
returned to the Cedarville
community. Stephanie
completed her college
degree in June 1994 and is a
correspondence office
assistant in the Admissions
Office, while Randy is a
full-time student. The
Halversons attend Freedom Baptist Temple in Xenia, where
Stephanie is also a part-time Spanish and music teacher at
the Christian school. Their son, Joey (3), loves to imitate
his daddy at a "lego" computer!
Brian '90 and Sharon Senay Humphreys '90 are living in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Sharon is a nurse on the
orthopedic trauma floor of Butterworth Hospital in Grand
Rapids.
Mark Seher '90 graduated from Ohio University Medical
School in June 1994. He and his wife, Lori (Spiegel '88)
are living in Worthington, Ohio.
Amy McClain Kellogg '91 is an office assistant with the
Mackinac Center for Public Policy, an independent
research and educational organization. Amy and her
husband, James, live in Midland, Michigan.
Rod '91 and Lorna Murphy Latham '91N are living in
Australia, where Rod is a timber wholesaler. He is also
pursuing a master's degree in education.
Julie Swift '91 graduated from Northwestern State
University of Louisiana in May 1994 with a master of arts,
student personnel services degree.
Norman Byers '92 is a youth pastor at First Baptist Church
in Fremont, Michigan. In February 1994, the church
licensed Norman to preach the gospel.
Paul '92 and Dawn Nickelson Carlson '94 are living near
Chicago, Illinois, where both are customer service
technicians with Ameritech.
Renee Winters Dockery '92N and her husband, Craig,
reside in Burton, Michigan. Renee is employed at
J.C. Penney, while she continues her schooling. In October
1993, Renee gave birth to a son, Justin Craig, who died of
complications during birth.
Ruth Harton '92 has completed a master's degree in
school administration from Columbia International
University in South Carolina. Ruth teaches middle school
mathematics and Bible for Annapolis Area Christian
School in Maryland.
Heidi Kellogg '92 is a benefits administrator for Christian
Herald outside New York City. Christian Herald operates a
homeless mission and various inner-city youth programs.
Allen McElroy '92 is a medical student at The Ohio State
University. His wife, Beth (Radcliff '93) is a case manager
with the Franklin County Office on Aging in Columbus,
Ohio.
Scott Mills '92 is coordinator for national radio promotion
at Sparrow Records in Nashville, Tennessee.
Bruce Quick '92 is pursuing a graduate degree in
communication arts at Pensacola Christian College in
Florida. He especially enjoys teaching speech classes.
Laura Hollander Sinkonis '92 completed a master of
special education degree from Shippensburg University
May 7, 1994.
John '92 and Tara Rhodes Stewart '92 moved to
Indianapolis, Indiana in August 1994. After a month of
training, John is an account manager with Vanstar
Corporation, a computer re-seller.
Kristian '92 and Marcia Knaus Williams '94 have settled
in Largo, Florida. Kris is a fourth grade teacher at Indian
Rocks Christian School, and Marcia is a nurse resident at
Morton Plant Hospital.
2nd Lieutenant David Baldwin '93 is a battalion chemical
officer for the Army 1st Cavalry Division. He is stationed
in Killeen, Texas.
David Crandall '93 has begun a three-year constitutional
law program at New York Law School. His wife, Anna
(Maxon '93), is a manager at Limited Express in
Manhattan.
James Cross '93 is a staff acccountant with Lambrides,
Mendler, Lamos and Company in East Northport, New
York. His position takes him to numerous Christian
colleges, mission boards, rescue missions, and related
organizations. Jim and his wife, Janice (Ballentine '92),
enjoy living on Long Island.
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Keep your college friends informed about the exciting
events in your life or request the address of a long-lost
roommate by contacting the Alumni Office via electronic
mail (e-mail). Our Internet address is
"alumni@cedarville.edu." If you wish, you may contact
Jane Adams Smith '84 directly at "smithja@cedarville.edu"
or Wendy Miller Orchard '91 at "orchardw@cedarville.edu".
We do respond to every e-mail message received (your
way of knowing that the information superhighway to the
Alumni Office worked), and we are compiling a list of e-mail
addresses of our alumni for future announcements and
college updates. We would like to hear from you!
Designer
Position
Available
Cedarville College is accepting applications for the position of Graphic Designer.
Working in the Department of Public Relations, the Graphic Designer concepts
and executes design of publications using desktop publishing on a Macintosh
computer, obtains quotes from printers, and acts as a creative resource for the
College in the area of visual and printed communications. Publications include
Cedarville TORCH, Inspire, advertisements, brochures, and the annual report. A
qualified applicant will have technical education in graphic design (associate's or
bachelor's degree required), at least three years of experience in design, a
working knowledge of desktop publishing software (Quark XPress preferred), and
a thorough understanding of the four-color printing process. Interviews began
September 1, and will continue until the position is filled. Contact the Director of
Personnel at 513-766-7885 for an application.
Diane Shaver Gray '93 is a billing accountant with
Scherer Communications in Worthington, Ohio. She
enjoys worshipping at Northwest Bible Church.
Beth Irving '93 is pursuing a graduate degree in
physical therapy at Washington University in St. Louis,
Missouri.
Laura Marshall '93 has been a staff accountant at
Moody Bible Institute for one year. She recently
received a promotion to tax accountant in the
controller's division. Congratulations, Laura!
Matthew Martens '93 is a law student at the University
of North Carolina School of Law. His goal is to join the
Navy JAG Corps prosecuting and defending soldiers in
court-martials and administrative hearings.
Greg Petek '93 graduated from the Ohio State Highway
Patrol Police Academy in December 1993. He is now
serving as a police officer in the North Ridgeville Police
Department of Ohio.
Enc Sorensen '93 is employed by Vandalia Rental in
Vandalia, Ohio and works with the youth at his church
in Englewood.
Charles '93 and Tami Haberstich Thorsen '93 spent
the 1993-94 school year teaching in a missionary school
in Cochabamba, Bolivia. Charlie is the youth pastor at
Center Street Baptist Church in Marshalltown, Iowa,
serving with Bob Shomo '84. Charlie and Tami were
married April 24, 1993.
Casey Wood '93 led the "Athletes for Christ"
basketball team from Cedarville College to the
Philippines during summer 1994. Casey and the team of
seven athletes spent 33 days playing basketball and
preaching the gospel. Missionary Kent Craig '80
coordinated the trip and arranged for pastors and youth
workers to be available at each game to follow up with
new believers-over 150 decisions for Christ were
made! Back in the U.S., Casey is teaching social studies,
coaching girls varsity track, and acting as sophomore
class advisor at Southeastern High School in South
Charleston, Ohio.
Melody Curtis '94 has taken a position as collection
services technical assistant in the Cedarville College
Centennial Library. During July 1994, Melody
participated in the Son-Life Evangelism & Missions
Project (SEMP '94), a youth missions trip to Chicago.
High school students attended seminars on apologetics
and practical evangelism, then shared their faith with
people in the streets. Also supervising the group were
Stephanie Winchip '93, Steve Hodson '95N and
current students Jonathan Misirian and Camille
Holloway.
Reid Gntsavage '94 is an accountant for Wm.
Bolthouse Farms, Inc. in Bakersfield, California. He
enjoys attending the Canyon Hills Assembly of God.
Suzanne Harding '94 is a library technical assistant in
the Cedarville College Centennial Library.
Marcy Johnson '94 has moved to Springfield, Illinois,
where she is a consultant with Levi, Ray, & Shoup, Inc.,
writing software documentation. She is working with
Cedarville graduate Karen Mayberry '86.
Gerson Moreno-Riano '94 is pursuing a doctoral
degree in political science at the University of
Cincinnati. He is also graduate assistant to the director
of development for student affairs and services.
ONE IN CHRIST
David Kammeyer '85 and April Augustus '86 became
one in Christ June 18, 1994 at Washington Heights
Baptist Church in Dayton, Ohio. Dave is the controller
for Cedarville College.
Michelle Longo '86
and Stephen Miller
were married May 28,
1994 at Shawnee Hills
Baptist Church in
Jamestown, Ohio.
Michelle is assistant
director of campus
activities at Cedarville
College. Steve is a residential architect in the Dayton,
Ohio area.
Kara Ray '87 and Joe Preston became one in Christ
June 25, 1994 in Middletown, Ohio. Kara completed her
master of business administration degree from Xavier
University in December 1989. Kara and Joe met at Hill-
Rom Company, a manufacturer of hospital beds, where
Joe is vice president of service, and Kara is manager of
sales education.
Steve '88 and Maria Hanson celebrated their love in
marriage July 30, 1994 at Westover Baptist Church in
Des Moines, Iowa. The couple enjoyed a honeymoon in
the Canadian Rockies. Steve is an attorney for
Westbank, and Maria is a fourth grade teacher in Iowa.
Jill Slayton '88 and Stephen Puett rejoiced in marriage
December 3, 1993 in Portage, Michigan. Jill is a
secretary for the city of Portage, and Stephen is a cook
for Ruby Tuesday. Both teach Sunday School and are
youth leaders at Lake Center Bible Church. Jill and
Stephen completed candidate orientation with UFM
International in June 1994, and have been appointed to
Guyana, South America. The Puetts praise God for how
He is working during their pre-field ministry and
deputation!
Jenny Whittaker '89 and Brian Madden were married
September 3, 1994 in Corning, New York, and spent
their honeymoon in Hilton Head, North Carolina. The
Maddens have made their home in Rochester, New
York, where Brian is an admissions counselor and
financial aid officer for Roberts Wesleyan College.
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Twana Dillard '90 and Brian
Cheek celebrated their union
December 11, 1993. Twana has
been licensed as a CPA by the
state of Indiana and is assistant
vice president and internal
audit manager of Harrington
Bank in Richmond. Brian is a
1991 graduate of Northwestern
University and is serving as youth director in their local
church.
Duane Priddy '90 and Alisa
Taylor became one in Christ
June 18, 1994, with Jeff
Sanders '89 as one of the
officiating ministers. The Priddys
enjoyed a honeymoon along the
east coast of the U.S., heading to
Boston and northern Maine. On
May 13, 1994, Duane received
his doctorate in organic polymer
chemistry from Virginia Tech.
His dissertation research earned a patent on phosphorous-
containing polymers. Duane has accepted a position as
senior research chemist with Miles, Inc., a subsidiary of
Bayer. Duane and Alisa will spend one-third of their time
overseas at Bayer's headquarters in Germany. Duane
comments, "One of my life-long goals has been to be
involved in a tent-making ministry, sharing Christ with
others through my profession. I am thrilled to have this
opportunity! Duane and Alisa hope to learn German
fluently and minister to the local people. While in the
United States, the Priddys will reside in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
Jill Scowcroft '90 and David Keel were married in
Doylestown, Pennsylvania April 23, 1994. Jill is director
of marketing for The Hermitage, a continuing care
retirement community in Alexandria, Virginia. Dave is a
certified public accountant for the Department of the
Interior.
LaDonna Baxter '91 and
Kenneth Roll rejoiced in
marriage March 12, 1994 in
Martinsville, Indiana. LaDonna
is employed in community
relations at The Indianapolis Star
and The Indianapolis News.
Kenny is personnel manager
with the Indianapolis Indians, the
AAA team for the Cincinnati
Reds.
Jerri Cook '91N and Steve Shank became one in
marriage May 21, 1994 and spent their honeymoon in
Nashville, Tennessee. Jerri enjoys her position in
commercial lending at Bank One in Beckley, West
Virginia. Steve works in insurance claims at Ken
Williams' Body Shop.
Eric Johnson '91 and Simone Borges
de Moraes '92 became husband and
wife June 25, 1994 in Springfield,
Ohio. After honeymooning at the
family lake house in Sutton,
Massachusetts, the Johnsons have made
their home in Cedarville, where Eric is
the host of CDR Radio's "Morning
Praise" program.
Carrie Quinn '91 and Perry Sandlin
rejoiced in their love June 25, 1994 in Toledo, Ohio.
Carrie is a fourth grade teacher in the Toledo Christian
Schools. Perry is working at New Mather Metals while
pursuing a degree in international
studies.
Jennifer Sainato '91 and Bobby
Parschauer were united in Christ
June 12, 1994 in Schroon Lake, New
York. Jennifer is the nurse and Bobby
is program director at the Word of
Life Inn. The couple has been
appointed as missionaries with Word
of Life to former East Germany and
hope to leave for the field by spring
1996.
Timothy Smith '91 and Lori
Rodgers '94 celebrated their
marriage June 11, 1994 in Xenia,
Ohio and enjoyed a honeymoon at
the Evergreen Resort in Stone
Mountain, Georgia. Tim and Lori
are living in Wichita, Kansas, where
Tim is stationed at McConnell Air
Force Base as an airman first class in
avionics. Lori is a hostess at a bed
and breakfast inn and continues to
play violin professionally.
Joan Hazen '92 and Joel Heckart '93 were wed July 24,
1993 and are living in Cincinnati, Ohio. Joel is an
accountant for PCS Technologies, an engineering
company. Joan is a system administrator at Fernald
Environmental Restoration Management Company.
Karl Hofheinz '92 and Sandra Rinehart '94-became
husband and wife June 25, 1994 in Beckley, West
Virginia.
Melanie Martinez '92 and Ken Mills were married
August 5, 1994 and enjoyed a honeymoon cruise to
Bermuda. Melanie is substitute teaching and coaching
cheerleading at Christian High in San Diego, California,
while Ken pursues a business
administration degree at Christian
Heritage College.
Lisa Solum '92 and Greg Gemmell
were united as one in Christ
June 24, 1994 in Grand Junction,
Colorado. After honeymooning in
Banff, Canada, the couple returned
to live in Santa Clarita, California.
Lisa is in her third year of teaching at Santa Clarita Christian
School and will be completing her master's degree in special
education at California State University, Northridge in
December 1994. Greg is a service representative for
Distributorland and is pursuing a master of theology degree.
Nichole Bouchard '93N and Eric Roberson became one in
Christ January 1, 1994. The couple is living in Washington,
Michigan.
Alexander Clow '93 and Rebecca Scott '94 became
husband and wife May 21, 1994 and are living in Lima,
Ohio. Since April, Alex has been an adult parole officer with
the state of Ohio Bureau of Rehabilitation and Corrections.
Randall Fleenor '93 and Victoria Johnson '93N rejoiced
in marriage January 15, 1994 at Evergreen Baptist Church in
Michigan City, Indiana. The Fleenors are living in Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Mark Kakkuri '93 and Jocelyn
Scharfe were united in marriage
August 6, 1994 in Fort Wayne,
Indiana. Mark is a professional
writer in the public relations
department at Cedarville College
and a volunteer firefighter and
emergency medical technician for
the local fire department. Jocelyn is
a senior elementary education
major at Cedarville College and
works in the media resource center
of the Centennial Library.
Michelle Lawson '93 and Brian Miller '94 were married
June 11, 1994. After honeymooning in Hilton Head, North
Carolina, the Millers have made their home in Bloomington,
Indiana. Michelle teaches 6th grade social studies at Eastern
Elementary, and Brian is employed by George S. Olive
Company.
Bill Montgomery '93 and Leah Rosenvold '94 became one
in Christ June 11, 1994. Bill is a marketing consultant for
WRFD/WRZR radio in Columbus, Ohio.
Jenny Morales '93 and Doug Smith '93 celebrated their
union August 7, 1993. Doug was ordained in ministry
November 20, 1993 and is the
associate pastor of youth and
Christian education at First Baptist
Church in Gahanna, Ohio.
Janet Payne '93 and Stephen
Wintle '94 were married July 30,
1994 at Cornerstone Baptist
Church in Springfield, Ohio and
enjoyed a honeymoon at Eagle
Mountain Resort in Jackson, New
Hampshire. Stephen has an
assistantship and is pursuing a
graduate degree in music
performance at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio.
Jeremy Pereira '93 and Jennifer Rudicil '93 became
husband and wife June 28, 1994. The Pereiras are living in
Cincinnati, Ohio, where Jeremy works for Choicecare, a
health maintenance organization.
Cheryl Pinkerton '93 and Rory Patterson '94 were
married June 18, 1994 in Dugspur, Virginia. Rory will be
pursuing a master's degree in American history at Miami
University of Oxford, Ohio. Cheryl is a nurse in the
intensive care unit of McCullough-Hyde Memorial Hospital.
Donald Shade '93 and Joyce Colangelo '94 celebrated their
marriage July 23, 1994. Joyce is a chemistry graduate
student at the University of South Florida.
Amy Zehr '93 and Paul McIntosh '94 rejoiced in love
June 18, 1994. The couple is living in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Jonathan Bretz '94 and Heather Shields were married
July 16, 1994 and have settled in Kettering, Ohio.
Cynthia Gannon '94 wed Jeff Storer at Southgate Baptist
Church in Springfield, Ohio on May 28, 1994.
Gwendolyn Herr '94 and Chris Good celebrated their love
in marriage July 9, 1994. The Goods are living in Gladys,
Virginia, where Wendy is a music education teacher for the
Chatham school district.
Andrew Farkus '94 and Shea Skaggs '94 became husband
and wife July 30, 1994 in
Barbersville, West Virginia. The
couple spent their honeymoon at
Disneyland in Anaheim, California.
Jennifer Hartenstein '94 and Chris
Mills were united as one July 9, 1994
at Washington Heights Baptist
Church in Dayton, Ohio. Chris and
Jenny enjoyed a wonderful
honeymoon in Myrtle Beach. Making
their home in Kettering, Ohio, Jenny
is a marketing support assistant with
Superior Dental Care. Chris is
employed by General Motors.
Chad Parrow '94 and Rebecca
Shryer '94 were married June 11, 1994 and are living in
Clarklake, Michigan.
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Lonnie '72 and Joleen Byers Gerber '74 praise God for the
gift of Joella Ruth, born April 28, 1994. Siblings Jill (18),
Jessica (16), Justin (14), and Jared (2) welcome her home in
Pella, Iowa.
Jim Hintz '76 and his wife, Rachel, are the joyful parents of
Paul Christoph, born July 29, 1994. Living in Katy, Texas,
Jim is a special agent with the U.S. Department of Defense.
Rachel enjoys being home with newborn Paul and Eden (9),
as well as tutoring physics.
Joe '79 and Barbara Roth Rohde '79 have been blessed
with Amanda Dawn, born June 1, 1994. Amanda joins
Sherrie (9) and Joseph, Jr. (6) at the Rohde's home in
Normal, Illinois.
Kristine Karsian Rocco '80
and her husband, Louis,
announce the birth of a
daughter, Morgan Haslam, on
April 29, 1994. Kristine, a
legal assistant specializing in
real estate, is employed by the
law firm of Howe &
Addington in New York City.
Lou is a team photographer
for the New York Yankees.
John '81 and Sheryl Hakes
Hart '83 joyfully welcome
Madison Victoria, born May
28, 1994. Living in Dayton, Ohio, the Harts also have a
son, Jordan (6).
Raymond Miller '82 and his wife, Andrea, are pleased to
announce the birth of their first daughter, Megan Renee,
born June 24, 1994. Megan's brothers, Andrew (5) and
Michael (3), simply adore her. Raymond will be finishing
a cardiac electrophysiology fellowship at the Cleveland
Clinic in June 1995, while Andrea is home with the
children.
Donna Supplee Mortenson '82 and her husband, Ed, are
thrilled with the arrival of Kaleb Andrew on July 1, 1994.
The Mortensons are living in Orange City, Iowa.
Scott '83 and Deborah Cornelius 1DeGroft '84 happily
welcome Kevin Scott, born March 18, 1994. He joins
Jennifer (6) and Brian (4) at home
in Middletown, Ohio.
John '83 and Kathy Ormsbee
Foreman '83 became foster
parents to Lori Ann on May 6,
-1994. Lori Ann, born January 20,
1994 is of Navajo descent and
joins the Foremans, who minister
to the Navajo and Hopi Indians at
Hilltop Christian School in
Window Rock, Arizona.
Carl '83 and Susan Olson Ruby
'86 welcome the arrival of a
daughter, Erin Nicole, on June 16,
1994. Erin joins sisters Meagen (3) and Kelsey (2). Carl is
associate dean for special programming with Cedarville
College Department of Student Services.
Jeff '83 and Bonnie Beikert Viclunan '83 are the joyful
parents of Jennifer Lynn, born July 6, 1994. Jennifer joins
a sister, Christina (4). Jeff is director of plant
administration at Cedarville College, and Bonnie is the
purchaser in the College bookstore.
Cyndi Robinette Fillinger
'84 and her husband, Rod
'86N, proudly announce the
arrival of Abigail Joy on
December 17, 1993. What a
special Christmas for sisters
Emily (5), Meghan (4), and
Elisabeth (2)! Rod is a tax
attorney with the U.S.
Treasury Department in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dan '84 and Linda Ladygo Wallace '84 are pleased to
announce the birth of Samuel Nathan on July 19, 1994.
Samuel joins Joseph (4), Abigail (3), and Hannah (1) at
home in Fairfax, Virginia.
Jill McCoy Chopp "85 and her husband, Steve, thank God
for His gift of Jacob Steven, born March 3, 1994. Jacob
joined two sisters, Meghan (3) and Emily (1). Jill is a full-
time mother, while Steve works for the Rochester Fire
Department in Rochester, Minnesota.
Todd '85 and Lynn Kadamus Jefson '87N proudly
welcome Ryan Robert, born September 27, 1993. Living
in Enfield, Connecticut, the Jefsons have another son,
Nicholas (2).
Shawn Dexter May '85 and her husband, Todd, announce
the arrival of Kyle Allen Richard on February 21, 1994.
Kyle joins a sister, Kelsey Deanna (3). While Shawn cares
for their children, Todd is a teacher at Twin Tiers Baptist
High School in Breesport, New York.
Sharon Beres Racer '85 and her
husband, Todd, praise God for Hunter
Marlene, born May 29, 1994. Kaela
(5) and Justin (3) are thrilled with the
new arrival. The Racers are living in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Valerie Hite Smallman '85 and her
husband, David '87, celebrate the
arrival of Ryan Samuel on May 16,
1994. Ryan was born at home with
the help of a midwife and joins a
brother, Adam (2). The family is
living in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
where Dave is pursuing a master of theological studies
degree at Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary. The Smallmans
plan to minister in church-planting in Brazil, South
America.
Matt '86 and Lori Casteel Biggs
'87 are proud to announce the birth
of Kyle Matthew on May 20, 1994.
The 1%% iggs are elementary school
teachers in Inverness, Florida.
Diane Weaver Clark '86 and her
husband, Tom,
are the
delighted
parents of
Taylor Keith,
born May 17, 1994. Diane is a busy
mother at home with Taylor and Ryan
(2), as well as actively involved in the
music ministry at their local church
 
and coaching varsity volleyball for a
Christian school. Tom has finished a master of computer
science degree and is coaching boys' varsity basketball.
Dawn Baughman Core '86 and her
husband, Tom, are delighted to
welcome their first child, Heather
LeAnn, born April 15, 1994. Dawn
completed her masters of elementary
education degree from the University
of Dayton in August 1993.
Judy Whittaker Cornfield '86 and
her husband, Mark, praise the Lord
for the birth of Mark William, Jr., on
August 8, 1994. "Will" joins a sister,
Mary Katherine (1). The Cornfields have settled in La
Grange, Georgia, where Mark is a financial consultant.
Amy Lydic Gilbert '86 and her husband, Jeff '87, are
thankful to God for the birth of Katie Frances on July 1,
1994. Katie joins her loving sisters, Michelle (3) and
Kelly (1). The Gilberts are living in Woodstock,
Virginia.
Steve '86 and Beth McGillivray Kuhn '87 celebrate the
birth of Michael Benjamin on May 22, 1994. Steve is
chief financial officer of Healthsouth Rehabilitation
Hospital in Montgomery, Alabama.
Mary Welch Swieringa '86 and her husband, Paul,
happily welcome Rebekah Elizabeth, born May 12,
1994. She joins Matthew (5) and Julia (3) at home in
Lusby, Maryland.
Cathy Lombard Aviles '87 and her husband, Steve, are
thrilled with the arrival of Emily Marie on Mother's
Day, May 8, 1994. Emily joins Brian (4) and Rebecca
(2) at home in Illinois.
Lorrie Byrd Ballard '87 and her
husband, 'Tim, thank God for Jaime
Rebekah, born September 5, 1993.
Jaime joins a brother, Brandon (3),
at home in Iowa.
Sue Baldis Carpenter '87 and her
husband, Kevin '89, are blessed
with Nicholas John, born June 27,
1994. Kevin is a youth pastor at
First Baptist Church in Colville,
Washington.
Rebecca Dye Heron '87 and her
husband, Ron, joyfully announce the arrival of Katherine
Elise on March 25, 1994. Katherine joins Benjamin (3)
and Anna-Marie (1) at home in Canada.
Bryan '87 and Cheryl Holland Montross '88 are
delighted to announce the birth of Ryan Christopher on
April 12, 1994. Ryan joins one brother, Tyler (2). The
Montross family lives in Dallas, Pennsylvania.
Stephen '87 and Judy Eagleston Pierce '87 are blessed
with the birth of Kristi Elaine on December 23, 1993.
She joins Zachary (2) at home in Columbus, Ohio.
Beth Deranek Spieker '88 and her husband, Eric,
proudly announce the birth of Amy Jordan on May 12,
1994. The Spiekers live in Euclid, Ohio with another
daughter, Hannah (2).
Laura Whalen McAlvey '89 and her husband,
Kevin '90, are pleased to welcome Anna, born February
27, 1994. Anna joins Jacob (4), Levi (2), and her parents
in Guinea West Africa, where the McAlveys are
teaching at a school for missionary children.
Dave '89 and Amy Chandler Mooney '89 joyfully
welcome Leah Elaine, born May 8, 1994. Being the first
child in the county born on Mother's Day, the Mooneys
were pictured in the local newspaper! Leah joins David
III (2) at home in Dacula, Georgia. Dave is employed by
TrueGreen Chemlawn, and is the music director at First
Baptist Church. Amy enjoys being home to care for their
children.
Julia Gregory Miller '89 and her husband, Timothy,
welcomed MarshallGregory on September 7, 1993. The
Millers are living in Loveland, Ohio.
Carla Curry Polling '89 and her husband, Scott '90, are
thrilled to announce the birth of
Brynna Rae on February 21, 1994. 
Scott is completing an internship at
Bethesda Baptist Church in
Brownsburg, Indiana.
Alastair '89 and Kathy Lippert
Wright '89 share their joy in the
birth of Kimberley Sharon on
May 31, 1994. Al is teaching boys'
physical education and health at
Evansville Christian School in
Indiana, while Kathy and newborn Kimberley stay busy
at home.
Kirk '90 and Valerie Vanderwest Belmont '90 praise
God for their son, Kirk Kenneth, born June 29, 1994.
Kirk is the assistant pastor of Grace Evangelical Free
Church in Webster, New York. Valerie is a nurse in the
intensive care unit of Highland Hospital.
Valerie Plume Biddinger '90 and her husband, Mark
'91, joyfully welcome Stefan Michael, born July 7, 1994.
Hejoins Ryan (2) at home in Cedarville, Ohio.
Joelle Swartz Buchanan '90 and her
husband, David '90N, praise the Lord
for David Jeremiah born
December 17, 1993. Jeremy's
frequent smiles and laughter continue
to bring joy to the Buchanans living in
Delaware, Ohio.
Brad '90N and Cynthia Frenkiel
Merchant '90 proudly welcome
Matthew Alexander, born July 28,
1994. Cynthia enjoys being home in  
Wilmington, Ohio with newborn Matthew and his
brother, Andrew (2).
Kimberley Hahnenstein
Thompson '90 and her
husband, Kenneth '91N,
announce the birth of
Kristen Ann on March 10,
1994 in Omaha, Nebraska.
The Thompsons are living in
Charlottesville, Virginia,
where Ken will complete a
pharmacy residency at the
University of Virginia
Health and Sciences Center.
Dawn Smith Monz6n '90 and her
husband, Juan, are pleased to
announce the birth of Wesley John on
January 28, 1994. Wesley joins his
parents in Asuncion, Paraguay, where
they are missionaries with Open Air
Campaigners.
Matt '91 and Allyson Graham
Benefiel '92 joyfully welcome a daughter, Hannah
Elizabeth, born July 28, 1994. The Benefiels are living in
Mayfield, Kentucky, where Matt is in sales with Hutson
Ag Equipment.
Jeff '91 and Robin Davis Halsted '91
praise the Lord for a strong, healthy
daughter, Brianna Lynn, born
Thanksgiving Day, November 25,
1993. The Halsteds would like to thank
alumni and friends who so diligently
prayed for Brianna during her difficult
first month of life.
Garry Wafford '92N and his wife, Melisa, have been
blessed by God with Hannah Marie, born June 7, 1994. The
Waffords have settled in Dillsboro, Indiana.
Mike '92 and Bethany Britt Wakefield '92 proudly
announce the birth of Brittany Morgan on June 26, 1994
Brittany shares both her mother's and her grandmother'
birthday!
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Gary Holtz '67 and his wife, Betty,
praise God for 1993-94 being the
most encouraging of the 18 years
they have been involved with
Campus Bible Fellowship in the
Dayton, Ohio area. At least 19
professions of faith were made
through various ministry
opportunities. Gary and Betty are living in Fairborn, Ohio.
Sallie Pickard Fogle '77N and her husband, Larry, are
missionaries to Zambia, Africa. From March 22-May 3, they
hosted Ben Biddle '94 for a six-week missionary internship.
Ben taught lessons to the church youth, discipled those who
understood English well, and taught a personal evanglism
course in the Bible Institute.
Paul '82 and Geri Black Briggs '83 opened international
communications with the Alumni Office via e-mail! The
Briggs are missionaries with Evangelical Baptist Mission in
Ancona, Italy and have a son, Evan (10 months).
Faith Kenoyer '83 has enjoyed the
blessing of teaching at Willo-Hill
Christian School in Willoughby
Hills, Ohio for the past 10 years. In
August, Faith left her position to
teach a group of missionary
children in Cairo, Egypt. She is
also eager to minister in an English
church, do one-on-one discipling,
and study Arabic so that her
ministry for the Lord can expand beyond those who speak
English.
Gerri Jue Miller '84 and her
husband, Jeff, have completed a
year of furlough and returned to
Indonesia to continue their work
with TEAM. The Millers have
three boys—Daniel, Stephen, and
Christopher.
Aaron '85 and Anne Grosse
Bowes '87N, serving with
Evangelical Baptist Mission in
Augsburg, Germany, hosted a
summer missions team from
Cedarville College during June. Their ministry together
included an open-air meeting, literature distribution,
children's programs, and participation in church services.
The Bowes enjoy Hanna (6), Philip (4), Kathrin (2), and a
fourth on the way!
David '89 and Christine Renberg Sommers '89 have
completed a one-year mission term in Bangladesh. Christina
was a nurse in the Ketcham Medical Center, and David
taught missionary children. The Sommers are now living in
Auburn, Washington.
Dan Rambow '90 has been appointed by TEAM to church-
planting in Venezuela. He will spend one year in Central
America to learn the language and then head to Valencia,
where he will work in the heart of the city.
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Josephine Randall '22 passed away June 13, 1994. For 40
years, she taught in the East Liberty, Jamestown, and
Fairborn, Ohio school systems.
Ruth Dobbins Evans '26 ‘joined her Savior June 19, 1994
following a brief illness. Ruth leaves behind her beloved
husband of 66 years, A. B. "Doc" Evans '29, and many
family members.
Christene Wolfe '30 passed away August 25, 1993 in
Dallas, Texas. She was a retired teacher with the Columbus
Public Schools. We extend our deepest sympathies to her
sister, Regena Smith Gregory '34, of Akron, Ohio.
Forrest Nagley '36 passed away in Arlington, Virginia in
June 1994. He was a retired engineer for the Department of
the Navy. Our deepest condolences go to his brother,
William Nagley '28.
Pierre "P.J." McCorkell '38N passed away August 7,
1994. He served as the Cedarville village clerk for 27 years,
was a retired lieutenant colonel of the U.S. Air Force, and
owned McCorkell Insurance Agency for 37 years. Our
profound sympathies go to his wife, Marjory, and family.
David Perkins '65 joined His Savior in glory during the
summer 1994. He served faithfully during his life as a pastor
in Illinois and as state Child Evangelism Fellowship
Director for South Carolina. At the time of his homegoing,
he was children's church director at Grace Baptist Church in
West Columbia, South Carolina. Our heartfelt condolences
are with his wife, Alicia, his son, David, and one
granddaughter.
Vanessa Gardner Wood '80N passed away May 27, 1994
after battling cancer. Her husband, David '79, and their four
daughters remain in Montana. Our heartfelt compassion
goes out to the family, including Pete '78 and Dianne Jones
Gardner '79, Craig '83 and Becky Gardner Herl '85N,
Laurie Gardner '83, and current senior Tim Gardner.
Charles High '81 went home to be with the Lord May 16,
1994. Our sympathies extend to his wife, Patricia, and their
children, Andrew (5) and Justine (4). The family is living in
Grand Blanc, Michigan.
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A. Gear: Navy Alumn it w/ gold lettering
MD-XL $12.95 XXL $13.95
B. Gear: Navy Alumni Sweatshirt 1I gold lettering (not
MD-XL $27.95 XXL $29.95
C. Gear: Gray Sweatshirt w/ gold & navy lettering
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G. Russell: Navy Yellow Jacket T-shirt w/ gold lettering
MD-XXL $10.95
H. Russell: Navy Yellow Jacket Sweatshirt WI gold lettering (not shown)
MD-XXL $ 20.95
Russell: Forest Green Sweatshirt w/ navy. white, & metallic gold lettering
MD-XXL $21.95
J. Velva Sheen: Gray T-shirt w/ navy & metallic gold lettering
MD-XL $10.95 XXL $11.95
K. Velva Sheen: Forest green T-shirt w/ white & navy lettering
MD-XL $10.95 XXL $11.95
L. Russell: Navy Shorts
MD-XL $10.95
M. Campus Commodities: Blackwatch Plaid Shorts
SM-XL $14.95
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CC. Cedarville College Alumn
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Shipping/Handling
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Less than $10.00 $2.50
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Cedarvi I le College Bookstore
P.O. Box 601
Cedarville, OH 45314
or call 511-766-7894 ,
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Marble
Paperweight
$10.95
